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Complex fragment radioactivity has been found recently in actinide and preactinide nuclei. 1 The interpretation of the associated half-lives hinges on the simultaneous understanding of both the potential energy and the inertia tensor in a relevant set of collective coordinates. The modulation of both quantities by shell effects is to a large extent unknown but is expected to be large enough to influence profoundly the decay rate. Therefore it is desirable on one hand to isolate the role of the potential energy from that of the inertia tensor, and on the other to mfuimize the shell effects in V order to reveal the underlying smooth liquid drop-like potential. It is possible to achieve both goals by studying the same channels in compound nucleus decay, since the decay rate depends mainly upon the height of the barrier and, at sufficiently high energies the shell effects are substantially reduced.
Early radiochemical measurements of the inclusive cross-sections following the reaction of 30.6 MeV 3 He and 238 U observed, in addition to the expected fission peak near symmetry, detectable yields of products with masses between those of alpha particles and classical "fission fragments" (see Recent experimental studies have proven unquestionably that binary compound nucleus decay is a source of complex fragments (CFs), both at low incident energies 5 -7 , and continuing up to beam energies of 50 MeV/u. 8 • 9 In these studies, compound systems with masses between A=100 and 150 have been investigated. However, theoretical arguments predict that the emission of CFs should also be observed from heavier compound nuclei. Thus, it is reasonable to expect that the fragments observed in ref. 2 may arise from binary compound nucleus decay.
The compound nucleus emission of complex fragments was predicted by generalizing the compound nucleus decay theory so that it incorporates the mass asymmetry coordinate. 10 In this model all of the possible decay channels associated with the various exit channel asymmetries compete statistically so that fission and light particle evaporation are seen as the extremes of a continuous process rather than two independent decay modes. The emission probability (rz /n) at a given mass asymmetry (Z I ZeN ) is determined by the conditional barrier (Bz) and the saddle point temperature (T z>·
As stated above, this emission probability is independent of the inertia. In order to verify that the light complex fragments observed in ref. 2 are originating from binary decay and not from ternary fission, and to investigate the role of the potential energy on the decay rate, we have recently studied a very similar system at a somewhat higher excitation energy.
The system studied in this work is 8.4 MeV/u 232 Th + 1 2c, leading to the compound nucleus 244 Cm with 70 MeV of excitation energy.
We have chosen to study this reaction in reverse kinematics because of the ease with which heavy fragments can be detected The large velocity of the source produced with heavy beam nuclei incident upon light target nuclei has the advantage of producing reaction products with large laboratory velocities, which allow for the easy detection and identification of the heavy fragments.
As an added advantage, the kinematic focusing of the emitted fragments greatly increases both the inclusive and coincidence detection efficiencies. The method of analysis was as follows: after the initial two-body decay, the secondary (post-evaporative) values~·,~·, 9 3 ', and 4> 3 ' were measured for the light fragment in the L\E-E telescope. Corrections to the measured energy were made to take into account the energy losses in the target, absorber foils, and ion chamber window. The fragment mass at emission, A 3 was calculated assuming charge equilibration (minimization of the potential energy at scission). From A 3 , ~·, 9 3
, and q, 3 the quantities A 4 , E 4 ', 9 4
, and 4> 4 were calculated via two-body kinematics (to first order, the primary emission angles 9 3 and q, 3 will not change with sequential light particle 
L14>
= 00 and L19 = 00 that the bulk of these data can be explained as originating from a two-body decay of the initial system. Figure 3 illustrates the charge distribution of the events characterized as binary in this manner.
Note the similarity in shape to the radiochemical mass distribution (Fig 1 in Ref. 2). The present results indicate that the binary component extends to very large asymmetries and verifies the inherent unity of fission, complex fragment emission, and evaporation.
The observed increase in yield for Z-values < 16 in Fig. 3 can be explained qualitatively in terms of the standard liquid drop model. In the model (see Fig. 1 ), the potential energy as a function of mass asymmetry has local minima at asymmetries of 0.0, 0.5 (symmetry), and 1.0, and local maxima at intermediate asymmetries. The exit channel asymmetry with the largest potential energy barrier should have the minimum yield. Therefore the liquid drop model predicts that the ,,.
yields will increase on both sides of the maxima.
· Due to the special stability of the doubly magic 208 Pb nucleus, there are also shell effects that t.; may influence the yields. These effects are responsible for the spontaneous 14 C, and Ne isotope radioactivities recently observed from actinide and preactinide nuclei. 1 However in the present case shell effects may not be so important because of the sizable excitation energy. The experimentally observed distribution (Fig. 3) shows only a factor of 1 OS between the maximum and minimum yields. Even allowing for the roughness of the calculation and the uncertainties due to angular momentum, this is still a huge discrepancy between theory and experiment.
This disagreement can be removed by the inclusion of the fmite range effect 13 into the calculation of the potential energy. The fmite range effects arise from the surface-surface interaction which is particularly important for the very indented shapes near the Businaro-Gallone mountains, but almost unimportant at symmetry as shown in fig. 1 . Therefore the inclusion of these effects has very little effect on the conditional barriers near symmetry of a nucleus with a large fissility parameter. However, it can have very large effects on the asymmetric barriers. For 244 Cm the inclusion of fmite range effects dramatically lowers the barriers at mass asymmetries near the maximum potential energy, but hardly changes the symmetric barrier 14 (see Fig. 1 ). The ratio of the maximum/minimum relative yields recalculated by incorporating finite range effects is about lOS, in excellent agreement with the experimentally observed ratio (see Fig. 3 ). The influence of fmite range effects on the mass asymmetric barriers in lighter systems has been previously observed. 15 In conclusion, it appears that for the entire mass distribution observed in the reaction of 8.4
MeV /u 232 Th + 1 :ZC, the primary production mechanism is the binary decay of the 244 Cm compound nucleus. The ratio of the yields of symmetric/asymmetric pr~ucts cannot be explained within the standard liquid drop model, but can be explained to better than one order of magnitude with the inclusion of finite range effects. 14 In essence the entire range of products (evaporation residues, fission fragments, complex fragments, and evaporated light particles) originates from the same mechanism, the statistical, binary decay of an excited compound nucleus. These data demonstrate the inherent unity of fission, complex fragment emission, and light particle evaporation 
